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Final solution of the Macedonian question? 

The 15% Albanian minority holds the Republic of Macedonia hostage 

 

Dr. Harald W. Kotschy, Skopje 21/3/2017 

 

 

Fiction: 

Carinthia 2017: The small Slovenian-speaking minority demands that Slovenian be the second official 

and everyday language and as a consequence also calls for bilingual place-name signs and street 

names throughout the province. The local inn owner in Mallnitz is obliged to speak with his client 

from Globasnitz in Slovenian, or otherwise faces a draconian punishment. The name of the province 

and its anthem must be bilingual and the province’s flag has to contain a Slovenian symbol. For years 

now, in the streets and on public and private buildings in the mixed-speaking area, the red-white-red 

(Austrian) flag has no longer been hoisted on festive occasions, but only the Slovenian national flag. 

50% of the civil servants, of the police force and of the military staff must be recruted from the 

Slovenian-speaking community. 

Absurd? No, as it is exactly the same situation that can be observed today mutatis mutandis (just 

replace “Slovenian“ with “Albanian“) only 1000 km from Vienna. In the Republic of Macedonia. 

 

Mass rallies for an undivided Macedonia 

The United States and its vicarious agents in Brussels, as well as  NATO and the OSCE are interfering  

for two decades in the domestic affairs of this sovereign state - locally through their ambassadors or 

directly from their capital cities – and thus ca can rightfully be described as its “quasi-governors”.  
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Fueled by these interferences the long-standing political crisis in the Balkan Republic of Macedonia is 

approaching a climax and can degenerate every minute into violent clashes. For example, when - as 

intended from abroad - its Parliament is convened illegally in order to make use of new majority 

ratios to elect a government without the participation of the President of the State, i.e., in an 

unconstitutional manner. The fuse glows. 

On the basis of the results of the early elections being held in December 2016, these whispering 

advisers from abroad want to force the President of Macedonia to appoint a government coalition 

consisting of the ethnic Macedonian Social Democratic Party and all ethnic Albanian parties. This 

would be a decisive step towards the division of the multiethnic country along the linguistic borders. 

For three weeks now, up to 150,000 or more people from all the social strata and from all the ethnic 

groups living in this country - with the exception of Albanians - have been demonstrating every day in 

all major cities and villages for an undivided Republic of Macedonia, regardless of their political 

conviction. Today (March 21 2017) more than 50,000 people were on the streets in Skopje only, 

Macedonia’s capital. These demonstrations have been peaceful. Contrary to the Hooligan 

demonstrations of the previous year instigated by the Soros network which have left behind 

damages to the public buildings visible until today.  

This initiative, launched by a nonpartisan committee of citizens, artists and intellectuals, is either 

simply ignored by the international mainstream media, or their reports do not tell the true facts. 

 

A “Potemkin style“ census – faked information on the size of the Albanian minority 

The approximately 2.2 million population of the small sea-secluded country in the center of the 

Balkan Peninsula includes, in addition to the 64% ethnic Macedonians (the state’s titular nation), 

more than half a dozen ethnic groups. The political landscape is organized according to ethnic 

criteria. 

The largest minority are the Albanians who are almost exclusively Muslims and whose predominant 

settlement area is relatively clearly defined in the north-west of Macedonia along the border with 

Albania and Kosovo. In the course of the centuries, they have infiltrated across the mountains from 

the Adriatic area. Their strongest influx has been after WW2, when many ethnic Albanians from 

Kosovo and Southern Serbia moved to the more liberal Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. 

However, today, the number of the Albanian community is controversial. The official figures say 25%, 

but the 2002 census on which this figure is based was probably accompanied by irregularities. On the 

one hand, it was a “Potemkin style” census: international observers reported that villages having 

been known as deserted for years were suddenly filled with life, with Albanians from Kosovo coming 

massively across the green border, moving from village to village and playing their “residential 

population”. Furthermore, the results of the census have been delayed for years, which suggest 

additional manipulations of the figures.  Since 2012, the ethnic Albanian politicians (with the support 

of the "quasi-governors") have successfully resisted to a new census for the simple reason that a 

properly determined result might show that the Albanian minority does not reach the necessary 

quorum  in order to enjoy the privileges which only a minority of 20% of the population is entitled to. 

The number of Albanian-speaking residents is probably hardly more than 15% -16%, as can be seen 

by extrapolating the figures contained in relevant documentations of the social insurance and 

passport authorities. 
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Albanian chauvinism as a biblical sourdough in the country 

Macedonia is a classic “fault-line country” between two civilizations, in the sense of Huntington’s 

thesis set up in his book “Clash of Civilizations”, i.e. the Christian-Macedonian civilizations and the 

Islamic-Albanian civilizations. The importance of the religious factor can be measured by the fact that 

the few Albanians who are integrated into the majority society come virtually exclusively from the 

Catholic or atheist (ex-communist) environment. 

Virtually all other members of the Albanian minority in Macedonia feel that they are in two ways (as 

non-Slavs and as Muslims) not belonging to the state and are living in parallel societies. They regard 

their ethnic and national identity as Albanian, consider themselves part of the Albanian nation and 

strive to become part of one of the two “mother countries” (Albania and Kosovo). 

By this attitude, they prevent Macedonia from continuing to develop in peace. Immediately after the 

establishment of the state of Macedonia in 1991, Albanian extremists attempted a territorial 

secession of the Albanian populated areas from Macedonia. Since then, all ethnic Albanian parties 

have been striving for a bi-national state in which the Albanians are equated with the state’s titular 

nation, i.e. the ethnic Macedonians. However, this is viewed only as an intermediate goal until the 

final secession from the Republic of Macedonia can be reached. The extent of their loyalty to the 

Macedonian state can be seen in the fact that in the entire Albanian-speaking area, no Macedonian 

flag is hoisted on official buildings, in the streets or in public places. For 20 years, only the Albanian 

national flag has been shown, and this quite legally, as the Albanians argue that it is their ethnic 

emblem. 

As one of the after-effects of the Kosovo war, in the winter of 2000/2001, those Kosovarian fighters 

who originally came from Macedonia have been infiltrating Macedonia with the taciturn consent of 

the US-NATO military contingent, in order to “shoot themselves into the government coalition”. 

Being part of the “National Liberation Army of the Albanians“  (UCK), they brought most the 

territories at the border to Kosovo under their military control. The West hindered Macedonia’s 

legitimate government from putting an end to this organized violence by deploying security forces 

and rather forced the government to sign the so-called “framework agreement of Ohrid”,  pre-

formulated by the "quasi-governors". This enabled the Albanians terrorists to participate in the 

Macedonian government under the cloak of a political party named DUI (which was nothing more 

but a simple permutation of the UCK), while in return, the UCK declared itself ready for disarmament, 

but only surrendered their museum-quality old weaponry. 

The basic principle of this “peace settlement” was the retention of a Macedonian unitary state with a 

strong multiethnic component. An ethnic proportional system in favor of all minorities has been 

introduced. However, it was only the Albanian minority that genuinely benefited from this 

agreement. From now on, each minority language has been approved as a second official language in 

those communities where the ethnic group concerned has a population share of more than 20%. The 

logical consequence was a flood of changes of municipal boundaries on the basis of ethnic criteria in 

order to artificially provide the Albanian minority with the necessary strength in the capital of Skopje 

and the leading cities of West Macedonia. This again heated up the interethnic disputes in 

Macedonia - even in everyday life - and continues to this day. 

 

The “Platform of Tirana” 

What makes people’s souls of the majority effervesce, not only those of the ethnically Macedonians, 

but also those of the other small minorities? It is specifically the fact that the US, but also the naive 

left-leaning EU, have prevented that, after the 2016 parliamentary elections, the so far government 

coalition between the strongest ethnic Macedonian party and the strongest ethnic Albanian party be 

continued. They regard Zoran ZAEV, the leader of the Social Democratic Party of Macedonia (SDSM) 
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as the savior to overcome the alleged nationalism in Macedonia. ZAEV is a politician highly esteemed 

by the West. Notwithstanding the facts that he had already once received - in a criminal procedure - 

the pardon of the President of the Republic, or that 1- on the basis of photographs - appeared of 

course completely wrongly to be connected in a close relationship with the Albanian Mafia. 

But this man is driven by only one motive – his greed to get back his party to the feed trough of 

power after more than 10 years, for which goal he is even ready “to sell his soul to the devil”. With 

the active participation of the “quasi-governors“  he has worked on a coalition agreement with all the 

ethnic Albanian parties in order to reach a parliamentary majority. Its core is the implementation of 

the “Platform of Tirana". As it has been usual since the independence of the country to involve at 

least one Albanian party in the government coalition, the Albanians are now the tip of the scales 

when it comes to a new government formation. 

This “platform” is a catalog of claims that has been adopted in December 2016 in Tirana during a 

meeting of all Macedonian ethnic Albanian parties convened by Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama. 

The document is aimed at upgrading the Albanian minority’s status towards full equality with ethnic 

Macedonian majority population as a constitutional nation. This is proven by reading between the 

lines. The main claim is to use the Albanian language as an official and everyday language in everyday 

business throughout the country, even in those areas where not a single Albanian resides. The plan is 

to have bilingual topographical inscriptions as well as a corresponding change of the state symbols 

(state name, national flag and national anthem). All positions in government and state authorities 

including the police, the judiciary, and the military, as well as in the state-owned enterprises and 

institutions must be divided equally (probably 50:50) between the state’s two nations. The borders 

with Albania and Kosovo must remain open. And of course, there is also a distinct desire for rapid 

integration into NATO and the EU. 

In terms of content, the Tirana platform means the creation of a bi-national state. This is a revocation 

of the Ohrid Framework Agreement by the ethnic Albanian side, which in 2001 was praised by the 

“international community” as “an ever-lasting peace after a just struggle for minority rights”. 

The Macedonian president considers this coalition agreement to be directed against the sovereignty 

and independence of the Republic of Macedonia and thus to be an open breach of the Constitution. 

Despite being  massively criticized on the part of the quasi-governors, he has so far successfully 

refused to entrust SDSM chairman ZAEV with the formation of a government. Parliament has 

interrupted its constitutive session after the elections without the election of a President of 

Parliament.  In order to ease the situation, the acting Prime Minister GRUEVSKI has agreed on behalf 

of the ethnic Macedonian majority party, VMRO-DPMNE, to support a minority government of the 

SDSM as soon as ZAEV is dissociating himself from the "Tirana Platform". This offer was rejected. 

 

Double standard of the EU 

One has to be aware of the dual standard applied by the EU: here in the Balkans it is acclaimed and 

encouraged that a foreign head of government has a decisive influence on the domestic policy of a 

neighboring country, while at home there is great excitement when Turkish politicians are doing 

electoral campaigning among their own diaspora. EU-Commissioner Johannes HAHN (European 

Neighbourhood Policy & Enlargement Negotiations), who has invited himself to have talks on March 

21, 2017 with the authorities in Skopje, beard witness to his democratic attitude when refusing to 

talk to representatives of the popular movement. As a reaction, the President of the State IVANOV 

let HAHN know that he was unable to offer him an appointment. While 50,000 demonstrators told 

the EU emissary to “go home” (or in popular language, to “get lost”), as “nobody needs here neither 

him nor the EU.” 
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Again and again, it’s George SOROS 

The pleasant-sounding, velvety multicultural lingo of the action paper suggests that the actual 

authors of the platform are to be found in one of the propaganda workshops of the Soros network, if 

not directly in Washington. After all, just a few days before, CIA Director John BRENNAN had talks in 

Tirana about the “fight against terrorism” as well as other bilateral and international questions. Was 

this a pure coincidence? 

As it is known, George SOROS, the stock exchange speculator and billionaire with Hungarian roots, is 

globally operating his “Open Society Network” with his own money or as a clearing-house for other 

money sources (e.g., USAID), with the aim of firmly anchoring “liberal and democratic” (in fact, left-

wing) ideas among governments and civil society in developing countries, and manipulating them 

towards globalization and a future plutocratic one-world government. 

 

The main objective: the division of Macedonia and the creation of a Greater Albania 

It is clear to the objective observers of the country that the noble words of the platform of Tirana do 

not describe the final goal, but are only an intermediate stop - by way of a federalization of the state 

as the next step - to the secession of the Albanian inhabited territories and their merger with Kosovo 

and/or Albania. It is unclear, however, what would be the “Albanian area” after the introduction of 

bilingualism throughout Macedonia. Is it anywhere where a bilingual place-name sign can be found? 

This extensive area claim might be underlined by the recent assertion of a “genocide of the Albanian 

people in the last 100 years”: using this hypothesis, it can be argued that without said “genocide”, 

the Albanians would today be the majority even in purely ethnic Macedonian regions. 

 

The majority population is fighting for their state, but the red line has been crossed 

One thing is clear – a truncated Macedonia would not be capable of surviving and would be at the 

mercy of the neighboring countries’ appetite. Here, the ethnically related Bulgaria is in the pole 

position: by generously granting citizenship to an estimated over 100,000 inhabitants of Eastern 

Macedonia during the last two decades, Sofia has "created" Bulgarian citizens in the neighboring 

country which might well form the basis for future territorial claims. 

This is why the non-Albanian inhabitants of the Macedonia go out into the streets. Among them also 

many social-democratic voters who feel betrayed – hasn’t their party chairman emphatically 

contested during the election campaign that he will include the implementation of the Albanian 

maximalist demands in his government program? They know well that, the Tirana platform one 

having been implemented, their national statehood, which has only been gained by fierce fighting in 

1944, would be at its end and that they will again be dominated by others as they used to be for 500 

years under the Turkish yoke and then  in the interwar period (Kingdom of Yugoslavia). Many, 

whether men or women, freely admit their willingness to engage in an armed struggle for freedom, 

as the adoption of the “platform of Tirana” has crossed the red line. 

The members of the other minorities of the country see the example of Kosovo, where the non-

Albanian population has been expelled permanently since 1999 or has to be guarded by NATO for 

their lifetime - a significant proof how Albanians respect the human rights of other ethnic groups. 
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Governmental change through destabilization and election campaign with massive foreign 

support  

The national-conservative government, which has been in office since 2006, has long been a thorn in 

the eyes of the "quasi-governors", as Prime Minister GRUEVSKI did not comply with their guidelines 

(e.g. non-participation in the Russian embargo, positive attitude towards the planned gas-pipeline 

“Turkish Stream“, non-acceptance of indispensable “European values“  such as the introduction of 

“non-traditional” family forms and ways of life). Nor has Macedonia's leading role in the closure of 

the Balkan route for migrants in the beginning of 2016 be appreciated by the elites in Brussels, as 

Macedonia is undermining the EU’s efforts to achieve the desired immigration of 70 million of 

culturally alien and uneducated people from Asia and Africa over the next 20 years. EU Migration 

Commissioner Dimitris AVRAMOPOULOS recalled this goal in the beginning of December 2015 during 

a meeting of the EU Committee of the Regions (CoR). It was as early as 2008 when investigative 

media found out that the EU was planning to establish jobcentres  in some African countries in order 

to recruit 50 million black-African migrant workers over the next decades. 

Macedonia also did not bow to the Greek extortion demanding a change of the name of the state, 

which in turn led to a veto of Greece regarding the country’s accession to NATO. This prevents a 

strengthening of the Western defensive alliance on its southern flank. 

For this reason, the US and EU have been trying for a long time to shake the quite successful 

Macedonian government. In May 2015, in the town of Kumanovo near the Serbian-Kosovar border, 

several dozen Kosovarian UCK fighters  probably prepared armed attacks on various institutions. 

However, the coup was discovered in time and the terrorists were neutralized by the security forces 

in an exemplary action - without civilian casualties. Many signs indicate that this UCK attack was 

actually staged by CIA & Co in order to show the governments of Skopje and Belgrade what could 

happen in the case of their “insubordinate” behavior. It is not unlikely that it was even those foreign 

agents who passed on the relevant information about the intended coup to the authorities. 

"In the same year, the leftist opposition tried - with energetic logistical support from the West - to 

create an Euromaidan scenario in order to overthrow of the government. This was done through 

mass demonstrations, where foreign ambassadresses marched in the front line. An unsuccessful 

attempt, though. Later, in April 2016, the Soros network attempted a “color revolution” on the 

streets, but the masses stayed away. Only hooligans came in droves, and were allowed to let off 

steam at public buildings. 

The “darling” of the West are the social democrats (SDSM), respected member of the international 

socialist community, who were against an independent state from the o utset and clung to the rest of 

former Yugoslavia until its final days. Having always been accustomed to calls from the outside 

(Belgrade) and to  implement the interests of others (KP Central Committee), they are disciplined 

pupils from Washington and Brussels. Their election campaign in the autumn of 2016 was extremely 

professional and elaborate, most likely in any event far more costly than officially stated.  Since the 

party - for the past ten years in opposition - has hardly had any relevant income, the funds for the 

election campaign most likely had come to a large extent from abroad. If a party - in such a long 

period of time - is loosing in every election, regardless of what level, and suddenly registers a growth 

of 153,000 votes (+ 54%), this cannot only be explained by a well-run election campaign. 

Rudimentary voter transition analyses  indicate the origin of about 70,000 votes from regions where 

traditionally the (Albanian) clan boss dictates how his clan has to vote. It was therefore only a 

question how to “convince” the clan boss by whatever means. This problably explains why the SDSM 

slowed down the early elections it had requested itself - their (probably foreign) spin doctors needed 

more time to raise the necessary financial resources and to coordinate their waves of attack. 
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Since 1989 new US strategic targets in the Balkans 

The disintegration of Yugoslavia offered the US the opportunity to correct General Eisenhower’s 

wrong decision during the Second World War - the transfer of the central Balkan area to the Soviet 

sphere of influence (Tehran Conference, 1944). In the meantime, a strong US presence in the central 

Balkan – historically, a Russian sphere of influence since centuries – has become essential for 

Washington’s large-scale geostrategic planning to implement a reorganization of the global order 

system with the aim of its supremacy as the sole world power: 

• Monitoring the planned oil and gas pipelines from the Caspian Sea and from the Middle East 

to the EU; 

• Monitoring of transport routes from the EU to the Black Sea; 

• Control of the crisis regions in Central Asia and the Middle East. 

• Isolation and containment of Russia 

The irredentist aspirations of the Albanian population in ex-Yugoslavia, especially in Kosovo, were 

suitable for these US goals. The support of the insurgents and NATO’s war of aggression in Kosovo 

was not about the “protection of the poor, oppressed Albanian minority against the evil Serbs”. The 

real purpose was to secure the eternal gratitude of the Kosovar Albanians for procuring their 

independence - in the form of a military base (the 400-hectare Camp Bondsteel). 

 

 

The US embassy in Skopje 

In addition, the largest US embassy in the Balkans was erected on 11 hectares in the Albanian sector 

of Macedonia’s capital of Skopje. The US embassy is located on a strategic hill and has the size and 

appearance of a fortress. With five upper floors and at least six cellar floors, it serves most likely as a 

regional CIA center, as a logistics center for the US and NATO military bases in Kosovo, Bulgaria and 

Romania, as a facility for monitoring and controlling events in the Middle East and deep into the 

Eurasian area, and last but not least, as one of the infamous CIA secret prisons. 

In April 2016, Ali AHMETI, ex-UCK leader and now chairman of the DUI (the strongest party among 

the ethnic Albanians in Macedonia), pointed out the strategic importance of Macedonia by re-

interpreting a statement by German Chancellor BISMARCK : “Whoever governs Macedonia governs 

the Balkans, and whoever governs the Balkans, governs Europe.” 

 

Condemned by the West to be a trouble spot 

In 1991, Macedonia has peacefully left the Yugoslav Federation and was considered a model country 

in the Balkans for a decade, not least because of its generous, constitutionally guaranteed minority 
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rights. Nevertheless, the country is still experiencing a varying acceptance by its neighbors and has 

become a toy of foreign policy interests of the great powers: 

Bulgaria recognizes the state of Macedonia, but not the nation and the language. Serbia - and thus 

also the Patriarchate in Istanbul - has not yet accepted the Macedonian orthodoxy, which had 

declared itself autocephalous in 1967. And the ethnic Albanian part of the population is trying to 

shake the very foundations of the state. 

Greece imposed a three-year trade embargo over its neighbor in 1993, without any resistance from 

the EU. After that, Greece took up diplomatic relations with Macedonia but did not recognize the 

constitutional state name, nor Macedonian ethnicity, language or culture. This hovering situation, 

marked as the Greek-Macedonian dispute over the state name, has not only a negative impact on the 

domestic political situation in Macedonia, but also was slowing down   Macedonia’s aspired 

accession to the European Union and NATO. This is hindered by various other, frequently changing, 

and often unacceptable conditions of accession. Macedonia’s access to the UN and other 

international organizations has only been possible under the shameful artificial name “Former 

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia“ (FYROM). 

The Kosovo war did the rest. The Albanian Irredenta was liberated from its Pandora’s box by the 

United States and NATO. The EU followed in the footsteps of US and NATO and, like them, turned out 

to be no honest broker in the Macedonian-Albanian nationality conflict. The international actors did 

not strive for equitable interests, but supported, directly or indirectly (through the “international 

mediators” employed by them), the maximalist demands of the Albanian side, so that their 

appearance did not contribute to conciliation, but rather to increased antagonism between the two 

ethnic groups. 

We have to ask ourselves whether the actors in the western capitals are actually able to assess the 

consequences of their actions. Or is there any intention behind it? For example, an intention to 

create an extent of instability that requires a profound “surgical treatment”? 

A prerequisite for the implementation of the long-term strategic Balkan concept of the US is the 

political stability of the “host countries” who have to remain under their full control. In Kosovo, this 

has already been achieved, while in Macedonia, the national-minded and conservative majority of 

the population is still opposed. 

Thus, it would be a logical next step to redraw the borders by creating a Greater Albania that extends 

to the Bulgarian border, wherever that may be. Such an ethnically pure vassal state would allow the 

stationing of US troops during its entire lifetime, and the US fortress in Skopje would be safe. What’s 

more, the southern flank of NATO would be strengthened by a continuous, but above all, broad land 

connection between the Adriatic Sea (Albania) and the Black Sea (Bulgaria and Romania), thus largely 

concluding the isolation of Russia. As an additional bonus, further areas of the Balkans would be de-

Slavized, thus eliminating the last bar for the “Green Corridor.“ The concept of this corridor provides 

for a seamless sequence of Muslim-populated areas from the Middle East to Turkey, Bulgaria (the 

land of the Pomaks), Islamic Greater Albania, Sanjak, and Bosnia, with the purpose of advancing the 

Islamization of Europe. 

What are the reasons why the Western powers suddenly support Albanian revisionism in such a 

transparent and massive manner? 

The new Cold War, instigated by the USA until the end of the Obama Administration, is pushing 

Russia to revive its interest in the Balkans to break the policy of isolation by  USA and NATO. The 

increasing importance of South-Eastern Europe in expanding the Eurasian integration project is just a 

new aspect of Russia’s century-long drive for the Mediterranean Sea, her energy policy and her 

strategic interests. 
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Time is running out. The transatlantic elites still dominated by the Obama-Clinton-Soros clique, who 

nobly call themselves the “international community”, must therefore rush to complete the project of 

Great Albania before Moscow can lay “countermines” to safeguard its interests in the Balkans. The 

remaining period of time for creating facts is all the more short, as it is not foreseeable whether a 

change in the paradigm will soon occur under the Trump administration, or whether the upcoming 

elections in Europe will let one or the other partner go missing. 

The Greater Albanian project, however, does not only threaten Macedonia. The Albanian population 

in the Balkans is spread over several countries. In addition to the “mother countries” of Albania and 

Kosovo, they are found as minorities not only in Macedonia, but also in the south of Montenegro 

(around Ulcinj), in southern Serbia (Presevo valley) and in the north-west of Greece (southern Epirus 

– Çamëria). 

It cannot be excluded that powerful centrifugal forces will be released in the direction of Tirana or 

Pristina, which will also effect Turkey and its Ottoman interests in the Balkans. 

 

The final solution of the Macedonian question 

When historians comment on the “Macedonian question,” they can address several questions. The 

first “Macedonian question” emerged as a result of the Berlin Congress in 1878 - the conflict 

between the Greeks, Bulgarians and Serbs with regard to the division of the Macedonian region after 

its successful liberation from the Turks. This  finally resulted in the two Balkan wars of 1912 and 

1913. Apart from the new state of Kosovo, the boundaries in the western Balkans region defined in 

the peace treaty of Bucharest (1913) are nearly unchanged to this very day. 

The outbreak of the Second World War entailed a new emergence of the “Macedonian question”. 

The Axis powers distributed the region of Macedonia among themselves. Bulgaria received large 

parts of the Vardar and Aegean area of Macedonia, while the Albanian-populated areas of West 

Macedonia and Kosovo were annexed to Albania which was occupied by Italy. 

The third emergence of the “Macedonian question” was triggered by the independence of the 

present Republic of Macedonia and is still evident today in the aforementioned neighborhood 

conflicts. 

Since 2001, there is also a sub-variant of the “Macedonian question” - the problem of the chauvinist 

Albanian minority in Macedonia. Through their own historiography, and their different ethnic and 

national identity, an insurmountable break line has been formed that impedes the coherent 

understanding of a common state. 

With the creation of Greater Albania, also this variant of the “Macedonian question” will probably be 

checked off soon. 

 

Macedonia abandoned - except by Russia 

The former German ambassador Klaus SCHRAMEYER predicted already in 2005 that “the ethnic 

Macedonians see all their prejudices, including their justified fears, vis-à-vis the Albanians confirmed 

(maximalism, uncompromising attitude, etc.), who are never satisfied and always want more than 

they are entitled to. The discord will grow and hardly allow a fruitful collaboration.” 

Unfortunately, he was proven right, and Macedonia will once more be abandoned by his Western 

“friends” as has happened in 2001 and on other occasions before. Only Moscow condemns the 

outside meddling from Brussels and Washington and demands that the Macedonians themselves 

decide their destiny - without any external interference. Which is no more and no less than a 
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principle of international law that deserves to be duly taken into account by the guardians of 

“European values”. 

Almost a quarter of a century ago, one of the most successful German writers and playwrights, Botho 

STRAUSZ (born December 2, 1944), wrote an essay that was published in “Der Spiegel” which 

contained a sentence that was politically incorrect since then: “Nowadays, we no longer understand 

that someone in Tajikistan sees it as his political mission to preserve his language, in the same way as 

we preserve our rivers and lakes. We no longer understand that a nation wants to assert its own 

moral code against that of others, and is ready to bring blood sacrifices to this goal. It is our liberal-

libertarian self-sufficiency that makes us think that such an attitude is false and reprehensible.” If we 

replace “Tajikistan” with “Macedonia” and “moral code” with “state”, we’ve got the explanation why 

the Macedonians are ready to fight for their country. 
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